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It seems like the end of Covid restrictions is finally in sight. The efforts made across the whole country to
keep everyone safe and healthy have been inspirational – not least the outstanding efficiency of the local
vaccination programme. The Trust too has played its part by adding substantially to the regular local
community services and funding schemes to meet the varied needs of the residents and local partnership
groups.
Since the end of
support services.
bags of shopping
delivered as part
challenging

March 2020 our staff, aided by dozens of volunteers, have provided some fantastic
Deliveries of prescription medication continue three times per week. More than 500
have been given out to over-65s. And over 2000 delicious ready meals have been
of our Blasda project. Addressing the changing needs of the community has been
but
very
rewarding.

In this newsletter we’ll report on our work over the past quarter and look to the coming months. There are
updates on several important items, particularly on the devastating sub-sea cable failure. This event has
severely affected our finances over the past 9 months; however, with the indication by SSE that the turbine
will be able to operate at full capacity before the end of August, there is light at the end of the tunnel.
We have made the decision to postpone the AGM until Tuesday 7 September in the hope that most social
restrictions have ended by then. Members will receive formal invitation to this special date in the Trust’s
calendar in due course, along with the Annual Report covering activities in 2020. I sincerely hope that
many
of
our
members
will
attend.
Best Regards,
Flora MacLeod
Chair
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Turbine Update
As a result of the sub-sea cable failure the community owned turbine remains curtailed at around 10% of
its potential for generation. The turbine provides core funding for the Trust’s activities and the funding
schemes open to community groups and individuals. A small amount of energy is being generated for the
local grid, for which we are receiving payment per MW/h as part of an agreement with SSE. Monthly
meetings with SSE are on-going. They have been consistent with the timeframe of the repair work and that
the turbines will be able to generate at full capacity by the end of August.
Having started an insurance claim for the effects of the curtailed generation in October 2020, we have
almost hit the maximum eligible pay out, as per our insurance cover, and expect to reach this amount
before the end of July. Based on the current timescale for cable repair, the insurance claim will cover 5060% of the estimated income for the affected period. The overall loss of income, however, has had a
severe effect on our finances. This resulted in a net loss during the last financial year and, without certainty
over the return to full generation, led to significant cuts being made to expenditure in the 2021 budget. The
positives to take from the situation are that we have continued to operate as a development group at close
to full capacity, while meeting the twice-yearly bank loan repayments for the turbine. We have been
fortunate to have healthy reserves to fall back on during this difficult period.
Support and knowledge sharing among the affected island community groups has been of great help, as
has the facilitation of weekly meetings by Community Energy Scotland. Since the last update, we have
provided additional information requested by CNES as they review the management of the Emergency
Support Fund. It is disappointing to report that despite our appeals to CNES, no funding has been made
available from the ESF to the Trust or any group in the Horshader area. Over £300k has been awarded
to island charities as part of the fund, with virtually all of these groups being based in Stornoway.
Community Flowerpots by Chris and the Garden Team

As part of the SCVO Kickstart Scheme supporting young people into employment, we are pleased to
welcome
a
new
staff
member
in
Adam
Maclean
from
North
Bragar.
Adam has been hired as a Horticultural Assistant and will work at our community growing sites, at the Tree
Ark, and as part of the Support and Connect grass cutting programme.
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Horshader Summer Raffle

This year we have upped our fundraising efforts, and it is with thanks to local businesses and individuals
for their kind donations that we announce the first ever Horshader Summer Raffle! We hope to make
this event bigger and better year on year so it will become an important event in our calendar! Winners
will be announced at the end of August. If you are unable to reach one of the points of sale for tickets,
call Sarah on 07765381282 and we will arrange delivery to Shawbost, Dalbeag, & Dalmore.
Covid-19 Services
Since March of this year, Blasda Ready Meals has run with funding from Foundation Scotland. Although
not the same as meeting up with friends and loved ones, we hope the delicious meals have given residents
something to look forward to twice per month. August will be the final funded month of ready meals and
we are now planning a safe return to the monthly Blasda Lunch Club at Raebhat House.
Prescription deliveries will continue each Monday, Wednesday, and Friday. Taking care of this task
helps the local Surgery, who have a good deal less visitors calling in to pick up medication, as well as
saving residents the journey to Carloway - cutting down on individual car use in the process.
Replacing the fortnightly Shop and Drop, Horshader Shopper service provides weekly deliveries of
shopping - food and other essentials. Open to all over 65s, residents with certain health conditions, and
those self-isolating at home. For more information email sarah@horshader.com or phone 01851 70 1225.
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As part of our increased online activity, we will continue to post videos to our social media channels. The
Horshader Community Development YouTube channel has now been set up and we are busy adding to it
with
content produced
over
the
past
15
months.
Finally, Community Support offers help with household tasks to the elderly and other disadvantaged
residents. Our staff can assist with posting items, skip runs, and other small jobs. Phone the office or
email taic@horshader.com for
more
information.
Covid Coordinator James Mackenzie’s short fixed term contract came to an end at the beginning of June
and we are grateful of the important work of the project in redesigning the Covid Services as sustainable
long-term activities that can be delivered without depending on external funding.
Tree Ark Seed Competition

Well Done to Quinn for guessing the number of birch seeds in the jar! Quinn and his sister Ava had a fun
time at the Tree Ark whilst collecting Quinn’s prize. Ava was also taking care of a baby sparrow she
rescued that morning… they were a joy to have!
Mapa Sgìre Thòirsiadar/Horshader Map
An exciting project funded by Bòrd na Gàidhlig through the Taic Freumhan Coimhearsnachd scheme will
see the production of an OS-style map of the local area. Our aim is to make the vividly descriptive
placenames available in an accessible format, a resource that all members of the community can
treasure. The groundwork for the project was carried out by Lauren Matheson, who collected and mapped
over 250 placenames during a Greis Gnìomhachais summer placement in 2020. Additional contributions
to the project have been made by musician James Mackenzie who has written and recorded a beautiful
composition based on a well-known local song, and by the academic, and expert on local placenames,
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The next step is to reach out to the community and gather any placenames that have eluded us so far –
particularly ones that don’t appear on official maps. An exhibition featuring maps of the area and archive
material is planned for September and will be held at Raebhat House Community Space. In the build up
to the launch event and throughout the exhibition we will engage with the community and diaspora to
collect content.
Staff Spotlight – Derick Maclennan
Derick recently started in post as our Support and Connect
Driver and Handyperson. He’ll work closely with the rest of
the Support and Connect team - Don, Jordan, and
Billy. Derick is well known to many and has long been
involved in local community work. Derick and Donna live in
North Shawbost with their children, Annie, Ruairidh, and
Tam.
The first thing to get to grips with was the daily school bus run,
which Derick enjoyed doing very much. It would be hard not
to appreciate the fun that comes with collecting the primary
school children. Derick has also already done several bus
hires. The bus has been hired by individuals – attending
doctors appointments at the local surgery – as well as groups
like An Eathar who used the bus as part of their annual rowing
expedition. If you are interested in hiring the bus, contact the
Trust office by phone or email.

Slàn san Dachaigh (Healthy at Home)
An upturn in weather has been a bonus as we’ve hosted some
great Slàn san Dachaigh events. Last month Surf Lewis ran
two successful sessions, Paddle Boarding for beginners on
Loch Raoineabhat and an introduction to Surfing (for children
10-18 years old). In July, Project Officer Anna Mackenzie and
Murdo Macleod of An Eathar Community Coastal Rowing led
2 rowing sessions for children. All the events have been fully
booked, showing the high demand for outdoor and fitness
activities.
Next up, the block of open water swimming sessions starts on
Friday 9 July. These are led by Immerse Hebrides and are
based at Shawbost Beach. Then we have kayaking sessions at the end of the month which are open to
children and adults. Keep an eye on our social media for info on events.
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In Conclusion
Thanks for taking the time to read our newsletter. This is the second edition to be produced in English
and Gaelic versions. Get in touch if you’d like to change the way you receive newsletters – we have
switched to a primarily digital approach, but still produce paper copies for those who prefer it. The next
edition will be in October, but before then you’ll receive the AGM invitation and Annual Report.
Best Regards,
All staff and Directors at Horshader Community Development
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